Steering Committee of the Life Cycle Initiative, 2017 elections
Results for the Governments constituency (3 seats)
Only three candidates stepped forward on this election; as they all came from three different geographical regions, the result is balanced as requested in
the voting rules (“To ensure geographical representation, members of each constituency have to be from different regions (Africa; Asia/Pacific; Europe; Latin
America and Caribbean; North America; West Asia).”) and thus the candidates were appointed without the need of voting. The representatives to the
Steering Committee for this constituency are: IBICT (Latin America and Caribbean); European Commission (Europe); and South Asia Co-operative
Environment Programme (SACEP) (Asia/Pacific).

Results for the Business constituency (3 seats)

Plastics Europe gets first seat; second seat cannot be from the same region (Europe), and the next candidate with most votes from a different region is
FICCI (Asia/Pacific), given that PRé and ifu are European. The next seat cannot go to Europe nor Asia/Pacific, and thus goes to the next candidate with most
votes: The Center for Environmental Sustainability Studies (Latin America and Caribbean); 2.0 LCA Consultants (Europe) and Edge Environment
(Asia/Pacific) cannot take a seat this time due to the geographical balance rule.

Results for the Science and Civil Society constituency, institutions (2 seats)

The two most voted institutions are from two different regions, and thus they get the seats: World Resources Forum (Europe) and CIRAIG (North America).

Results for the Science and Civil Society constituency, individuals (1 seat)

The seats for Europe and North America in the Science and Civil Society constituency are already filled (above), and thus none of the most voted candidates
(Guido Sonnemann, Anne-Marie Boulay, Paolo Masoni, Marzi Traverso, Michele de Rosa) can take the seat remaining. The individual members of this
constituency is then taken up by Jorge Antonio Hilbert (Latin America and the Caribbean).

